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Speakers Profile

Sanjeeb Kumar
President
Institute of Actuaries of India

Sanjeeb Kumar is currently the President of Institute of Actuaries of India. He has served the actuarial professional in
India in various committees and advisory groups. Sanjeeb’s experience in life insurance industry in India spans over 28
years working in LIC and with private insurers. Currently he is working with Aviva India as the ‘Appointed Actuary’. He
has worked in the areas of Product Development, Pricing, Embedded Value Reporting, Solvency II Reporting, Risk
Management, Statuary Valuation & reporting, Reinsurance, and financial management. During his professional journey
he has had extensive interactions with the regulators and the Board on different actuarial as well as Organization’s
Operational matters. He believes that Actuarial is the highly esteemed profession which offers as many opportunities
as challenges.

-----

Kunj Behari Maheshwari
Partner, Insurance Consulting and Technology
Willis Towers Watson, India

“Kunj Behari Maheshwari is a member of the Advisory Group on Professionalism, Ethics and Conduct of the Institute of
Actuaries of India. Kunj is Fellow member of the Institute of Actuaries of India and specialises in Life Insurance. He is
a designated partner at Willis Towers Watson Actuarial Advisory LLP.”
----

Puneet Sudan
Founder Actuary
Paramount Consultants

Puneet Sudan is an Economics Post Graduate from Delhi School of Economics and a Qualified Actuary (from UK and
Indian profession). He has worked extensively in the domain of pricing, product filing, reserving etc. with leading
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insurers . He has experience of working both in the Indian Market and in multiple overseas markets. His last role was
Appointed Actuary with the 3rd largest Private Sector General Insurance Company in India. In January 2018 he set up
his own consulting practice to provide value proposition to the insurers and to keep things simple – which is need of
the hour. Puneet has interests in General Insurance, Health Insurance, Data Analytics etc.
---Dr. A. K. Dewan
Oncologists and Director Surgical Oncology
Rajiv Gandhi Cancer Institute & Research Centre

Dr. A. K. Dewan is one of the leading Oncologists and Director Surgical Oncology at RGCI & RC. He has been a Cancer
Surgeon for over 30 years. He gained experience in institutes such as Tata Memorial Hospital, Mumbai, and Safdarjung
Hospital, Delhi. His areas of interest include Head and Neck Cancer Surgery and Breast Cancer Surgery. On an average,
he conducts 120 major and 100 minor cancer surgeries every month and has been involved in over 18,000 surgeries in
the course of his career. He is the chief editor of the Rajiv Gandhi Cancer Institute Monthly Newsletter and has also
had over a 30 articles published in national and international journals. In addition, he has presented over 350 papers
in various medical conferences and seminars both in India and abroad. He practices evidence based medicine with
emphasis on multimodal approach. It is the multidisciplinary team effort which gives desirable end result. His motto is
"To treat my patient as I would want myself to be treated and care with passion". He is technology savvy with an
endeavour to provide highest standard of quality care.
EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND
MCh. Surgical Oncology, Cancer Institute, Adyar, Chennai
Master of Surgery (MS) General Surgery, Dr Ram Manohar Lohia Hospital, Delhi
Bachelor of Medicine, Bachelor of Surgery (M.B.B.S.) - Maulana Azad Medical College, Delhi
----

Khushwant Pahwa
Founder and Consulting Actuary
KPAC (Actuaries and Consultants)

Khushwant Pahwa is a Consulting Actuary with over 10 years of work experience, providing consultancy in various
actuarial practice areas. He is a qualified Actuary (being a Fellow of the Institute of Actuaries of India and Institute of
Actuaries, UK) and a commerce graduate (Bachelor in Commerce (Honours)) from the University of Delhi. He has worked
in various actuarial practice areas including life insurance, general insurance and employee benefits. He is Founder
and Consulting Actuary at KPAC (Actuaries and Consultants) and is also currently serving as the Appointed Actuary of a
leading private general insurance company in India. He is also a member of the Advisory Group on Pensions, Other
Employee Benefits & Social Security and Advisory Group on Life Insurance of the Institute of Actuaries of India. He has
co-authored and presented papers at the Global Conference of Actuaries on topics of "Corporate Governance" and
"Regulatory and Reputational Risk Management". During his previous assignments/roles, he was nominated for and
attended management training for future leaders at Indian School of Business (ISB), Hyderabad (one of the top
Management Schools of India). He was also recognized for outstanding contribution at a regional (Asia Pacific) level
and nominated for Staff Regional Recognition Programme held in Malaysia in 2010. He was also rewarded with awards
like ‘Value Ambassador’, Award for Business Excellence and award for outstanding performance.
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